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Dictation Management

Adding Power to Your Work

Expert Workflow

Harness this workflow solution to automate your tasks from dictation to transcription. While working
smarter, you will save valuable time to gain the edge you need to excel in your field. In law offices,
medical facilities, or anywhere dictation is essential to communicate, the Atom™ system provides
easy-to-use applications that are flexible and customizable to your needs. Use your existing
network, the Internet and your PC workstations to integrate this stable and scalable solution into your
infrastructure. Atom is designed with your work in mind.

Managers appreciate the intuitive software that
defines how dictation tasks are assigned and
in what order. Find, listen, and report on every
dictation from its creation to transcription.

Monitor Progress

Simple Dictation
With flexible recording
options, you can work from
anywhere, anytime you
need to.
Atom supports telephone
dictation, portable recorder
dictation and dictation to
your PC workstation. Pick
the solution that best suits
your work or support all
three in the same system.
An array of microphones,
portable recorders and
other dictation accessories
are available for your Atom
software.

Telephone Dictation

Call the Atom system from
anywhere and use the telephone
to control the recorder. You may
identify your dictation tasks with
document types, priorities, case
and patient subjects.

Atom gives you the ability to
experience the process as it
happens, in real-time. Watch as
dictators and transcriptionists logon to work. Keep tabs on the work,
from your PC, with full control to
make changes as you see fit.

Safe and Secure

Define the security of who can
access work and who cannot.
Encryption is automatic and
protects the dictations from
creation to transcription. Audit
logs report every access.

Portable Dictation

To be mobile with your
dictation, select one of the
many supported digital portable
recorders to dictate. This
makes the job of sending your
dictation easy and automatic.

Automatic
Workflow

PC Dictation

If you work in front of a PC,
use it to dictate. With your own
microphone or with one of our
specially designed dictation
microphones, the software will
turn your PC into your dictation
device.

Dictation

Data Management
Report On Success

The system will track everything that comes
in, goes out and when it happened. Clear
and concise reports are provided to detail
totals in volume and summarize statistics
including individual user performance
reports, turn around time statistics and more.

Decide how long to keep
your dictation files even after
they are typed. Export them
as industry standard audio
files if you need to send
them out of the system for
sharing with others.

Productivity

Flexible Transcription
Based upon your workflow,
Atom will distribute untyped
dictations to the typists you
defined. Set it up, and let Atom
work for you in managing
transcription priorities.
Using software for the PC,
with a foot pedal and headset,
typist can listen to the
dictations from any network
or Internet connected PC
using professional tools such
as volume, tone and speed
controls.

Affordable Licensing & Technically Sound
The Atom dictation solution is the best value compared to the competition. Packed with powerful
features and flexible deployment, the low price delivers high functionality.
With the unique concurrent licensing of Atom, install the dictation and transcription applications
wherever you need them. License only the number of simultaneous users who will use it. Now you
can deploy your new solution to extend its availability to everyone in your organization.
Atom incorporates the latest in technology to provide you with a solution that will last long into the
future. Atom uses an SQL database, its Windows® compatible, and has low PC requirements
which means it is adaptable to all common network environments. If you wish, harness the Internet
to connect your workers with simple point and click setup. Our built-in HIPAA supportive security
features keep your data safe.
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